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Welcome to the first Saffery Champness Real Estate 
Sentiment Index. 
Firstly, a thank you to all those who participated in our research and who 
provided their insight and shared their views on the market. It is fair to say that 
the real estate sector in the UK, as a whole, remains buoyant in the first few 
months of 2022. 

Housebuilding continues to be a key priority for the government as it tackles 
the long-term shortfall, while changing demographic and social trends – 
some of which have been triggered and/or accelerated by Covid-19 – have 
required new models and products to be developed, creating new investment 
opportunities in the market. 

At the same time, the commercial sector continues to rebalance, with high 
streets and retail destinations evolving in line with consumer shopping habits 
(again, partly driven by the impact of the pandemic) while the future of office-
based work is altering what occupiers need from their real estate and what 
therefore investors and developers will need to offer. 

Key in this respect is digital and smart technology, as well as a recognition of 
the role that real estate plays, or can play, in meeting environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) goals – not least the global drive towards net zero. 

However, there is a note of caution in respect of inflationary pressure, a lack of 
available resources in the labour market and continued supply chain shortages 
and prices rises. 

Our survey was conducted before the Russian invasion of Ukraine and so 
it is likely that some of the optimism shown by participants may have since 
tempered – including as a result of further increases to energy prices. 

The UK remains an attractive destination for investment and development 
activity, not least given its stability, rule of law and, in many ways, favourable 
tax environment. 

We hope you find this report an interesting read. We’d be happy to discuss 
any of the findings or receive your views on what should be covered in future 
editions.

Foreword 

Sean McGinness  
Head of Real Estate Group
E: sean.mcginness@saffery.com

Saffery Champness
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Executive summary

1. Confidence in the market is high, reflecting rising investment levels after the Covid-19 
downturn. 

2. Increasing profitability (63%) tops the priorities list for 2022, with real estate 
businesses focused on shoring up their financial position as challenges loom on the 
horizon.

3. 65% of participants are concerned about supply chain disruption, with general cost 
of doing business, labour availability, economic/political environment and securing 
planning making up the top five challenges facing real estate in 2022.

4. Residential is expected to drive the majority of activity in 2022, with build-to-rent 
(BTR), in particular, emerging as dynamic, high growth asset class (60% of participants 
are expecting heightened activity in their primary regions). 

5. Industrial tops commercial sectors for projected activity (53% expecting more activity 
in their regions). Meanwhile, among participants undertaking activity in alternatives in 
2022, 27% expect to complete deals or deliver projects in logistics (the highest single 
alternatives asset class).

6. The industry is beginning to adopt technological solutions, with a primary focus on 
off-site (57% already using or planning to) and modular construction (50% already 
using or planning to). But awareness of technological solutions does remain limited in 
some cases, amid uncertainty over potential benefits.

7. Energy efficiency and carbon footprint reduction is seen by more than a third of 
participants to be the greatest benefit of the use of technology in development (35%), 
amid rising industry consciousness of ESG criteria and net zero targets. 

8. Meanwhile, 76% of participants say the industry is not yet doing enough on climate 
change.

9. Participants acknowledge the existence of a green premium on buildings with better 
ESG credentials (70% say such buildings command higher values/rents in their 
regions), but perceived cost remains the number one challenge to the industry taking 
action on or prioritising climate change and ESG (noted by 31% of participants).

10. More than a third (35%) of participants are currently unaware of the availability of 
financial incentives such as tax reliefs and allowances to support investments in 
carbon footprint mitigation and other sustainability or climate change projects.  
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Our survey gathered the views of more 
than 100 business leaders, investors and 
professional advisers in the real estate 
sector, spread across every region of  
the UK. 
For more than three quarters of 
participants, the UK regions (ie outside of 
London) are or will be the primary focus for 
business activity. 
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In addition to the survey, we also interviewed leading industry 
individuals from four key areas of the real estate market – 
housebuilding, commercial development, investment management 
and overseas inward investment – to get their thoughts on the 
recovery of the market, plus the opportunities and potential 
barriers to growth in the year to come. With many thanks to:

 y  Sandy Grant, Managing Director, Tulloch Homes

 y  Kirsty Lukas, MD and Director of Sustainability,  
and Andrew Moffat, Head of Real Estate  
and Investment, Hunter REIM 

 y Hannah Marshall, Chief Investment Officer,  
UK Direct Real Estate, CBRE IM

 y Stephen Down, Head of Central London and  
International Investment, Savills

 y Joanna Constantine, Director of Tax,  
Countryside Partnerships Plc
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As the economy begins to emerge from 
lockdown conditions, confidence within 
the real estate sector is robust. 
This follows what was a remarkably strong 2021, despite the 
continued presence of Covid-19 as a disruptive force and the 
resulting uncertainty over the long-term trajectory for certain 
asset classes – not least in mainstream commercial sectors such as 
offices and retail. According to Hannah Marshall, CBRE IM, “given 
the pandemic backdrop, 2021 was in many ways a stellar year for 
real estate.” 

1  https://www.cbre.com/insights/briefs/2021-global-investment-volume-hits-record-level?utm_source=Twitter#:~:text=Global%20commercial%20real%20estate%20
investment,2020%20and%2021%25%20from%202019.&text=The%20multifamily%20sector%20attracted%20much,remained%20strong%20across%20all%20regions. 

The numbers support this. CBRE figures show global commercial 
real estate investment in 2021 reached a record annual total of 
US$1.3 trillion, up by 55% from 2020 and 21% from 2019.1

Stephen Down of Savills agrees and sees no sign of this investment 
appetite letting up – with the UK in particular, and especially 
London, remaining attractive on the international stage. 

“We’re seeing a marked increase in enquiries after opportunities. 
Most international investors have been focused on buying good 
quality, dependable income streams – which the UK can offer. 
There hasn’t been much appetite for risk, which has played to 
London’s strengths.” 

Taken together, there remains strong appetite for high-quality 
development sites for all forms of residential while the office 
market, particularly in London, remains strong. 

As the bounce back continues, it is unsurprising to see that 
the priorities of our survey participants for the year ahead are, 
centrally, focused on consolidating and enhancing the financial 
position of their businesses and ensuring existing projects, which 
may have been disrupted or delayed during the pandemic, are 
delivered profitably and generating value. 
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 We’re seeing a marked increase in enquiries 
after opportunities. Most international investors 
have been focused on buying good quality, 
dependable income streams – which the UK can 
offer. There hasn’t been much appetite for risk, 
which has played to London’s strengths. 
Stephen Down, Savills
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Business priorities in 2022
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Looking ahead, though, a range of emerging factors are tempering 
the recovery picture. 

With inflation and interest rates rising, the cost of doing business 
is increasing and this may impact investment decisions. But the 
primary concern noted is disruption to supply chains, which has 
been driven by a combination of issues at least partly due to the 
impact of Covid-19, and continued challenges as the UK adapts to 
a post-Brexit economy and labour market. 

This is of primary concern at the ‘coal face’ of the industry, 
with materials shortages, delays to transportation to site, and 
resulting price rises being a significant concern to the delivery of 
construction projects. 

Construction materials costs hit a 40-year record high in 20212 
and, while the Construction Products Association noted that the 
situation has de-escalated to some extent, SME firms are still likely 
to face significant threats caused by costs and delays – especially 
heading into peak construction season of Spring 2022.3 

“The market is robust but the big challenge is in the supply chain”, 
says Sandy Grant, Tulloch Homes.

“Prices are being updated more regularly and materials prices rises 
are expected to continue into this year. If you add in inflation 
there’s a risk of deteriorating margins.”

Hannah Marshall agrees. “One of the big clouds on the horizon 
is inflation, and the social and geo-political disruptions and 
risks associated with factors such as energy supply and labour 
shortages.”

Construction labour issues are not a new concern. 

As far back as 2016 the Farmer Review4 identified the significant 
challenge caused by the gap between workers leaving the industry 
(and not being effectively replaced) and the rising demand for new 
built stock – particularly housing in line with the government’s 
housebuilding targets.

This has proven accurate six years on, and matters have in fact 
worsened. 

2021 research from IPPR5 found that not only is the construction 
workforce ageing more rapidly than first estimated, but 750,000 
workers are set to leave the industry in the next 15 years. 

Combined with the 25,000 migrant workers which the CITB6 
estimates have left the industry since 2019, the issue of skills and 
labour is acute. 

2 https://www.rics.org/uk/news-insight/latest-news/news-opinion/construction-materials-cost-increases-reach-40-year-high/ 
3 https://www.constructionproducts.org.uk/news-media-events/news/2022/january/construction-set-for-growth-despite-potential-supply-issues-says-cpa/ 
4 https://www.constructionleadershipcouncil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Farmer-Review.pdf 
5 https://www.ippr.org/files/2021-02/skills-for-a-green-recovery-feb2021.pdf 
6 https://www.citb.co.uk/media/cxxlqsps/citb-migration-and-uk-construction-report-2021.pdf 
7 https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/cbp-8981/  
8 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1035653/Housing_Supply_England_2020-21.pdf 

“There is real pressure in the labour market”, says Sandy Grant. 
“There just isn’t the supply of people. There aren’t necessarily more 
homes being built compared to pre-Covid but just maintaining 
those levels is a challenge.” 

“Supply chain and talent is a sector-wide problem”, agrees Joanna 
Constantine of Countryside. “We monitor the supply chain closely 
and ensure that we are positioned as providing safe and secure 
working conditions to attract the best workforce – but I do think 
generally skilled labour shortages will increase. It would be good to 
see government address this area.”

Technological solutions will inevitably and over time begin to ease 
some of this pressure, with trailblazers in the industry investing in 
and scaling up usage of modern methods of construction (MMC) 
and off-site manufacturing processes. 

But, critically, all of this assumes that construction is able to get 
underway in the first place. 

While of lesser concern overall to our participants than several 
other issues, securing planning permission was most selected by 
participants as the issue they were ‘very’ concerned about. 

With planning reform having been mooted for some time, the 
government published its planning white paper, ‘Planning for the 
Future’ in 2020 only for reform to then be pushed back again with 
the government’s focus retrained on ‘Levelling Up’.7 

For many in the industry, planning remains the fundamental issue 
which needs to be addressed in order to unlock the levels of 
development required, both in terms of commercial, mixed-use and, 
most acutely, new residential stock. 

With 216,000 new homes delivered in 2020-21, the industry 
is performing well, but new stock has failed to hit the target of 
300,000 new homes a year set by government, and actually fell in 
comparison to 2019-20.8 

For Sandy Grant, “the single biggest challenge facing any 
housebuilder is securing planning, and the speed of doing so.”

 The single biggest challenge facing any 
housebuilder is securing planning, and the speed of 
doing so. 
Sandy Grant, Tulloch Homes

https://www.rics.org/uk/news-insight/latest-news/news-opinion/construction-materials-cost-increases-reach-40-year-high/
https://www.constructionproducts.org.uk/news-media-events/news/2022/january/construction-set-for-growth-despite-potential-supply-issues-says-cpa/
https://www.constructionleadershipcouncil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Farmer-Review.pdf
https://www.ippr.org/files/2021-02/skills-for-a-green-recovery-feb2021.pdf
https://www.citb.co.uk/media/cxxlqsps/citb-migration-and-uk-construction-report-2021.pdf
https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/cbp-8981/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1035653/Housing_Supply_England_2020-21.pdf
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“There is seemingly a lack of urgency and a lack of efficiency in 
the system, not helped by a disconnect between the national 
government vision and local capacity and the party political 
situation on the ground. If you can start building on site within 
three years of getting an application in it’s probably a success.”

Nevertheless, the UK real estate market remains buoyant. The 
structural issues with respect to planning, inflation and labour 
shortages will, however, weigh on the margins available and 
businesses will be carefully considering where to invest time 
and money to ensure the best return on capital. While access to 
funding appears to continue to be good, potential interest rate 
rises and global economic issues could see this tighten. 

The government target of 300,000 new homes (in England) per 
year remains stubbornly difficult to meet and there continues to 
be calls for planning reform to aid with this. As both central and 
local government pursue and implement changes to both planning 
and design – including, for example, via the National Design 
Guide – landowners are increasingly seeking to be involved in 
the development process to ensure that placemaking and legacy 
objectives are met, while many housebuilders are embracing a 
more holistic and long-term approach to place development. 
These approaches do, though, often come with higher upfront cost 
requirements which will need to be factored in to development 
financing and structuring. 

Use of capital raising or structuring options in last 12 months

2022 areas of concern for the real estate industry
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Sector trends: Covid-19 as a catalyst  
for change?

As the economic recovery continues, a key 
question will be to what the extent the 
socio-economic changes wrought by the 
pandemic, and the associated implications 
for real estate, will be permanent in nature. 
In many respects, though, the real effect of the pandemic has 
been to accelerate and reinforce structural shifts which had been 
developing over recent years, not least in relation to advances in 
technology. 

According to our survey results, the sector likely to see the most 
significant negative shift is retail, with more survey participants 
predicting it will see a decrease in growth than any other sector or 
asset class. 

This is not surprising, and is clearly aligned with the fact that, on the 
other end of the scale, industrial real estate was, by some distance, 
the commercial asset class most selected in our survey to see 
growth in 2022. 

Taking a deeper dive into interest in alternatives we see that, while 
a significant proportion of survey participants are not anticipating 
projects in alternatives next year, of those who are, logistics is likely 
to see the highest levels of projected investment, development and 
dealmaking activity for 2022. 

Predicted growth in core sectors in respondents’ primary regions
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Driving the continued interest in logistics 
is, of course, online retail. The UK 
embraced online shopping to a huge 
degree at the onset of the pandemic, and 
associated lockdowns, with e-commerce 
as a share of all retail sales increasing five-
fold in 2020.9 
With this increase in online shopping comes the requirement to 
store and distribute goods – and commensurate demand for logistics 
space is resulting in a significant lack of supply of existing stock. 

Indeed, Knight Frank predict an additional 12 million sq ft of 
industrial real estate being potentially required to meet demand to 
2025.10 

As Stephen Down puts it, “there’s been considerable heat in the 
logistics market, driven by the UK’s appetite for online shopping in 
comparison to other countries. Demand for these assets remains 
strong.”

9 https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/coronavirus-leading-through-the-crisis/charting-the-path-to-the-next-normal/how-e-commerce-share-of-retail-soared-across-
the-globe-a-look-at-eight-countries 

10 https://www.knightfrank.com/research/article/2021-10-21-how-much-space-is-needed-to-service-the-lastmile-and-where-is-consumer-demand-greatest 
11 https://landsec.com/sites/default/files/2021-06/Landsec_AR2021_Interactive_Final.pdf 
12 https://www.propertyweek.com/news/british-land-targeting-650m-of-retail-and-office-disposals/5111225.article 

But, even with the exponential growth of interest in logistics, it is 
almost certainly not the time to sound the death knell for bricks 
and mortar retail. 

Despite several of the largest investors (such as Landsec11 and 
British Land12) preparing, and actively pursuing, disposals of retail 
assets and re-focusing on areas offering higher potential value, the 
retail sector is complex and multifaceted. Many components of it 
continue to enjoy success, and growth prospects. 

“It’s very easy to bundle together all retail, but it’s varied and, while 
some parts of the market have struggled, others are doing well 
despite the disruption caused by online shopping”, says Andrew 
Moffat of Hunter REIM. 

The retail revolution

Projected respondent activity in alternative sectors in 2022
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 There’s been considerable heat in the logistics 
market, driven by the UK’s appetite for online 
shopping in comparison to other countries.  
Demand for these assets remains strong. 
Stephen Down, Savills

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/coronavirus-leading-through-the-crisis/charting-the-path-to-the-next-normal/how-e-commerce-share-of-retail-soared-across-the-globe-a-look-at-eight-countries
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/coronavirus-leading-through-the-crisis/charting-the-path-to-the-next-normal/how-e-commerce-share-of-retail-soared-across-the-globe-a-look-at-eight-countries
https://www.knightfrank.com/research/article/2021-10-21-how-much-space-is-needed-to-service-the-lastmile-and-where-is-consumer-demand-greatest
https://landsec.com/sites/default/files/2021-06/Landsec_AR2021_Interactive_Final.pdf
https://www.propertyweek.com/news/british-land-targeting-650m-of-retail-and-office-disposals/5111225.article
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Hannah Marshall, CBRE IM, agrees. “Retail had a mixed year in 
2021 across the sub-sectors. Supermarkets were successful, and 
retail parks have weathered the storm.” 

Indeed, this latter asset type may in fact be well placed to capitalise 
on, instead of being under threat from, the rise of e-commerce. 

For instance, as Hannah Marshall suggests, retail parks are 
particularly suited to helping brands and retailers manage the 
inevitable increasing volume of click and collect orders and online 
sales returns. “One of the most efficient ways to deal with returns 
is to-store, and retail parks facilitate that with their accessibility and 
convenience.”

Many retail and hospitality brands – including household names – 
suffered as a result of Covid-1913, with thousands of store closures 
and job losses. But, as Stephen Down, Savills, puts it, “we are 
seeing some green shoots of a retail recovery.” According to the 
British Retail Consortium, store vacancy rates improved slightly 
towards the end of 2021, perhaps signalling life starting to return 
to shopping destinations.14 

The retail recovery will be complex, though, and will require new 
thinking and some structural changes as to how spaces are used. 

“A lot of town centres will need significant redevelopment, not least 
including transport investment in line with changing shopping and 
travel habits”, says Andrew Moffat. “Retail as an asset class still has 
value – there is inherent value in property waiting to be unlocked.”

Unlocking that value is likely to need both a broad perspective 
and a long-term view of how to shape a place in line with 
changing consumer and social trends, and to enable commercial 
opportunities. “Some locations have rich cultural capital which will 
naturally drive footfall”, says Hannah Marshall. 

13  https://www.retailresearch.org/whos-gone-bust-retail.html#bycompany 
14  https://brc.org.uk/news/corporate-affairs/glimmer-of-hope-for-vacancy-rate/ 

“Other locations which have been traditionally over-reliant on 
pure retail will struggle more. One of the challenges for town 
centre locations is the disparate landlords – a long-term view is 
needed and you can see the placemaking advantage that is gained 
by having a long-term steward such as with the great estates in 
London.”

Planning is a key issue here too. “We started a fund which had 
a follow the retailer strategy – because good retailers have the 
information and data on their consumers and know what is going 
to work well, where”, explains Andrew Moffat. “This might not tally 
with what a planner says can actually be developed, though. New 
planning classes have been brought in to add flexibility. We’ve seen 
some change in terms of the types of residential products that are 
available, such as BTR, but we need that in retail too.” This mix of 
uses, and a diverse, experiential offering is fundamental to nearly 
all retail locations. For Stephen Down, “city centres aren’t dead, far 
from it, but they need to introduce more uses”. 

Putting it plainly, though, “people are still spending in shops” says 
Moffat, which gives all those in the market cause for hope. “I’m an 
optimist when it comes to retail”, Down concludes. 

 Retail as an asset class still has value – there  
is inherent value in property waiting to be  
unlocked.  
Andrew Moffatt, Hunter REIM 

https://brc.org.uk/news/corporate-affairs/glimmer-of-hope-for-vacancy-rate/
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In January 2022, figures from the Office 
for National Statistics showed that more 
than a third of working adults were still 
working from home15 and, while office 
occupancy has begun to increase again16, 
this will clearly have a transformative 
effect on office strategy looking ahead. 
For many occupiers, the realisation that people can work 
productively and profitably from home has led to a rationalisation 
of space usage. For some, this has meant a transition to a fully 
remote model; for others, downsizing of existing space and utilising 
the sub-let market17, or taking on smaller or more flexible real 
estate altogether. 

But, as with retail, the general trend here is not new per se. 
Flexibility has been the watchword for many office occupiers now 
for some time, contributed to by the emergence of serviced and 
co-working office solutions. Investors and landlords have had to 
likewise adapt, to attract and retain the best occupiers to deliver 
the highest values. “The fact is that over the past 5-10 years 
investors have been getting used to the idea of flexibility”, says 
Hannah Marshall, CBRE IM. “Things have changed a lot in that time 
and, in the office sector, a five-year standard term has become 
pretty common.” 

15 https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/articles 
homeworkingandspendingduringthecoronaviruscovid19pandemicgreatbritain/april2020tojanuary2022 

16  https://return.remitconsulting.com/resource-centre/22-news-release-incremental-rather-than-spectacular-increases-in-uk-s-office-occupancy-levels 
17 https://www.savills.co.uk/blog/article/317604/commercial-property/why-london-s-influx-of--grey-space--may-be-over.aspx 

Again, as with retail, the pandemic is unlikely to herald the 
complete demise of the office. Dealmaking has continued, with 
notable occupiers – such as Google – taking new space in 2021. 

“Predictions that we were all going to work from home forever 
ignores that humans are social animals”, suggests Stephen Down, 
Savills. 

“Home is not the best place to work for many. How we make the 
office an interesting and desirable place to work is a key driver, 
and that doesn’t necessarily mean there will be a wholesale lot of 
redundant office space – what’s more likely is a de-densification of 
space usage. London benefits from some of the best developers 
and architects of workspaces and will be at the forefront of 
innovation in the market.”

The future of work

 Predictions that we were all going to work from 
home forever ignores that humans are social  
animals. 
Stephen Down, Savills

https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/articles/homeworkingandspendingduringthecoronaviruscovid19pandemicgreatbritain/april2020tojanuary2022
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/employmentandemployeetypes/articles/homeworkingandspendingduringthecoronaviruscovid19pandemicgreatbritain/april2020tojanuary2022
https://return.remitconsulting.com/resource-centre/22-news-release-incremental-rather-than-spectacular-increases-in-uk-s-office-occupancy-levels
https://www.savills.co.uk/blog/article/317604/commercial-property/why-london-s-influx-of--grey-space--may-be-over.aspx
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For participants in our survey, the three 
main residential products (private for sale, 
build-to-rent, social/housing association) 
were identified as those most likely to see 
increased growth in the coming year in 
their primary regions. 
This is not surprising (long-standing figures estimate residential 
property accounts for approximately 85% of the total value of the 
UK built environment18), but what has shifted in recent years has 
been the growing interest in new types and tenures of residential 
product.

This includes, notably, build-to-rent. 

A long-established component of the real estate landscape in 
the US, ‘multi-family’ accommodation (essentially, purpose-built 
apartment blocks) has grown its market share on the NCREIF 
property index from 10% to more than 24% over the past 25 
years.19 

Single family (BTR houses) assets have also seen a large inflow of 
institutional investment and look set to become part of the core 
tenure mix at development sites.

This growth has been mirrored in the UK, with agents JLL 
describing BTR as the fastest growing sector in real estate, with 
supply increasing more than 50% annually since 2015.20 This 
growth is expected to continue given the combining forces of rising 
house prices, and demographic and consumer changes which are 
resulting in higher transience, and a desired focus on both urban 
living and the high-quality services and amenities that good rental 
accommodation can provide. 

“There’s a gap in the market between purely affordable homes 
delivered under S106 and pure private for sale”, says Sandy Grant 
of Tulloch Homes. “Build-to-rent is filling that gap and the growth 
prospects this year are potentially very high. 

“There is significant institutional interest in the revenue creation 
and yields that BTR and the PRS models offer.”

The number of people in the UK living in private rented 
accommodation has doubled in the last 20 years and, along with 
investment opportunities, this has also triggered the attentions of 
regulators and policymakers.21 

18 https://bpf.org.uk/media/3278/bpf-pia-property-report-2017-final.pdf 
19 https://www.cbre.us/real-estate-services/real-estate-industries/multifamily/us-multifamily-housing-primer 
20 jll.co.uk/en/trends-and-insights/research/uk-build-to-rent-btr-report 
21 https://committees.parliament.uk/work/1716/regulation-of-private-renting/ 
22 https://news.cbre.co.uk/uk-build-to-rent-investment-hits-record-high-in-2021/ 

The link with North America is pertinent too, with significant 
capital flowing across the Atlantic. CBRE reported that total BTR 
investment in 2021 hit a record high of £4.1bn22, and a large 
proportion of this has been driven from North America, including 
institutions and private equity players such as KKR. 

According to Stephen Down, Savills, “in terms of investment BTR is 
very institutional and led by the US, but there are also a number of 
active UK pension and insurance funds.”

BTR was further boosted when, in its consultation response, 
the government confirmed that the new Residential Property 
Developer Tax (RPDT), which comes into effect from 1 April 2022, 
will not directly apply to those owning the asset. While this is good 
news on the face of it, there remain areas of complexity which may 
impact investment and development if not managed carefully – not 
least in terms of how development, and the property management 
of the built asset, is structured given that the RPDT exemption only 
applies to the business holding the rental property. 

This aside, for our survey, BTR was selected by the most 
participants as the sector likely to see ‘greatly increased’ deal 
activity in 2022 – with industrial coming at number two. 

Within alternative asset classes, while logistics was the single most 
selected sector (27%), 43% of participants reported projected 
activity over the next 12 months in ‘rental’ residential products in 
total (consisting of student housing, retirement living and co-living). 

This in many ways mirrors the wider investment market. As 
Andrew Moffat, Hunter REIM, puts it, “At present, it appears that 
most institutional investors want beds and sheds in some form or 
another.”

The flexible home

 There is significant institutional interest in the 
revenue creation and yields that BTR and the PRS 
models offer. 
Sandy Grant, Tulloch Homes

https://bpf.org.uk/media/3278/bpf-pia-property-report-2017-final.pdf
https://www.cbre.us/real-estate-services/real-estate-industries/multifamily/us-multifamily-housing-primer
https://committees.parliament.uk/work/1716/regulation-of-private-renting/
https://news.cbre.co.uk/uk-build-to-rent-investment-hits-record-high-in-2021/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1028390/20211025_2005_RPDT_consultation_response_.pdf
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Technological change is all pervasive.  
Real estate is no different, but the speed 
of acceleration varies considerably across 
markets, geographies and asset types. 
Overall, UK investment in PropTech is increasing exponentially, 
hitting a record £1.6bn in 2021 according to Pi Labs (a 360% year-
on-year increase)23, with the global figure standing at $32bn.24

But that investment aside, the real estate and construction 
industries have, historically, been slower to adapt to and adopt 
technological developments than other sectors.25 

23 https://www.propertyweek.com/news/uk-proptech-investment-hits-record-high/5117813.article 
24 https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f28b4c22bb03130610cf298/t/61bc03c78bbc01761e1595c8/1639711714536/2021+Proptech+VC+Report.pdf 
25 https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/12/think-you-need-a-smart-building-here-are-8-real-business-drivers-for-adopting-real-estate-tech/ 
26 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-humber-54435764 
27 https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Accelerating_BIM_Adoption_Action_Plan.pdf 
28 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/34710/12-1327-building-information-modelling.pdf 

This is partly due to the maturity and availability of truly 
transformative solutions. Robotics, for example, while emerging in 
construction, are still nascent26 and are currently unable to manage 
the market’s capacity entirely. 

This has led to some uncertainty as to the near-term benefits, 
commercial or otherwise, of integrating technology into the real 
estate value chain. 

Indeed, almost 10% of participants to our survey reported they saw 
no discernible benefits of increasing the use of technology in the 
development lifecycle. 

However, change is inevitable – including at the delivery end of 
the market where technology has of course been playing a key role 
in building design for many years. This notably includes Building 
Information Modelling (BIM)27, which continues to advance in its 
sophistication and is now widespread across the industry following 
the government mandate for its usage in all public sector procured 
projects from 2016.28

Focusing on less ubiquitous technologies, for our survey 
participants, off-site and modular construction were the 
technological solutions marked out for planned future use (where 
not being used already). 

Digital disruption
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 There does need to be an effective partnership 
between landlord and tenant in terms of sharing of 
data and intelligence to make spaces better or used 
more effectively. 
Hannah Marshall, CBRE

https://www.propertyweek.com/news/uk-proptech-investment-hits-record-high/5117813.article
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f28b4c22bb03130610cf298/t/61bc03c78bbc01761e1595c8/1639711714536/2021+Proptech+VC+Report.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/12/think-you-need-a-smart-building-here-are-8-real-business-drivers-for-adopting-real-estate-tech/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-humber-54435764
https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Accelerating_BIM_Adoption_Action_Plan.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/34710/12-1327-building-information-modelling.pdf
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Of course, many are ahead of the curve and reaping the benefits 
already. 

“The bulk of Tulloch Homes’ work is timber kit construction, which 
is really the first stage of the MMC process”, says Sandy Grant, 
Tulloch Homes. “There’s an ageing workforce in construction… and 
one way of addressing that issue is to create quality components in 
a factory-controlled environment.

“There will always be people on-site in my view but possibly on-site 
will be de-skilled, with the main skill base being smaller and based 
in an off-site factory.”

Despite the advantages, there remain obstacles to mass adoption, 
though these are likely to lessen as the market matures, explains 
Grant. “In our core market in The Highlands, getting a product wind 
and watertight in 24 hours is a huge advantage and is doable, but 
it requires very large panels and that means a large factory space 
and suitable transport. This limits the supply chain pool, at the 
moment.”

In terms of current usage, the technology most reported by our 
survey participants as having already been deployed and would be 
again is ‘smart’ building sensors and monitors.

There could be as many as 137 billion connected devices in 
operation globally by 203029 and a significant number of those 
will be used to power, monitor, regulate and automate the built 
environment. 

This is already happening today. Microsoft, for example, announced 
in 2021 that new buildings in its portfolio would have upwards 
of 4,000 sensors each30 – improving building performance 
management and employee experience. This is happening across 
sectors, notably workplaces and retail operations.

“In the office setting, technology will be increasingly implemented 
to monitor how people work – driving efficiency and productivity 
of both people and space usage”, says Stephen Down of Savills. 
But it’s not just inside the workspace that technology will be used 
to improve environments and realise value. The wider context of 
buildings is critical to the occupier offering, in terms of amenity, 
infrastructure, culture and lifestyle. As Hannah Marshall, CBRE IM, 
says, “smart is coming first in the office sector, and we’re seeing it 
first really in London and continental Europe. Going forwards, what 
will be equally important, though, is the connectivity and amenity 
that is offered in the micro location of the office.”

In the retail industry the use of technology has an additional 
commercial imperative. 

29 https://news.ihsmarkit.com/prviewer/release_only/slug/number-connected-iot-devices-will-surge-125-billion-2030-ihs-markit-says 
30 https://www.microsoft.com/insidetrack/blog/accelerating-microsofts-global-real-estate-transformation-with-microsoft-digital/ 
31 https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/02/why-the-buildings-of-the-future-are-key-to-an-efficient-energy-ecosystem/ 

“Traditional retail valuation methodologies need to be revised. The 
whole store is of value and the valuation shouldn’t just be focused 
on the front of the store,” says Andrew Moffat, Hunter REIM. 

“But stores are now trying to create more of an experience to 
show off their brand overall – it’s more curated. It’s not just about 
footfall, it’s about conversion and brand value. Data and use of 
technology gives new sources for understanding what makes a 
store successful and profitable”. 

Hannah Marshall agrees. “There does need to be an effective 
partnership between landlord and tenant in terms of sharing of data 
and intelligence to make spaces better or used more effectively.” 
By far and away the most significant benefit of increased use of 
technology which was identified by our survey participants across 
the development lifecycle was energy efficiency and carbon footprint 
reduction – with smart building technology and sensors playing a key 
role in improving energy usage and environmental impact.31

With the climate crisis higher than ever before on the public 
consciousness, and role of business and the built environment 
in addressing the challenge increasingly pivotal, the real estate 
industry is very clearly beginning to recognise the need to adapt 
and evolve.
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https://news.ihsmarkit.com/prviewer/release_only/slug/number-connected-iot-devices-will-surge-125-billion-2030-ihs-markit-says
https://www.microsoft.com/insidetrack/blog/accelerating-microsofts-global-real-estate-transformation-with-microsoft-digital/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/02/why-the-buildings-of-the-future-are-key-to-an-efficient-energy-ecosystem/
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Taken together, building and construction 
contributes almost 40% of all global 
carbon emissions.32 
As the world continues to seek new solutions for mitigating 
climate risk and accelerating the transition to net zero, the built 
environment will play a critical role. But there will not be a panacea. 
It will take a range of strategies and direct interventions to affect 
change and long-term impact. 

For now, though, it is clear that the industry can and must do more. 
Together, 75% of our survey participants believe that the industry, 
even where it is taking some action, is not yet doing enough. 

But change is occurring across the real estate industry and, 
critically, it is increasingly informing investment decision-making. 
This will have a cumulative impact on the types of projects that are 
prioritised and delivered. 

“ESG, sustainability and carbon capture are growing factors for 
investors”, says Stephen Down, Savills. “Private investors may be 
more relaxed about these issues, largely because they don’t face 
the same reporting and compliance strictures, but banks lending 
money to fund investments will not be.” 

“Previously ESG issues were a box ticking exercise – change has 
been driven by the ultimate investors such as pension funds”, says 
Kirsty Lukas, Hunter REIM. “Institutional investors are looking at a 
broader range of issues now, including construction method and 
the impact of demolition.” 
Even five years ago this wasn’t widely considered as a mainstream 
issue. As Andrew Moffat, Hunter REIM, puts it, “what informs a 
good or bad deal is no longer just about the financials.”

Hannah Marshall, CBRE IM, agrees. ESG is “integrated into each 
part of the investment process. For our business, if it’s not viable to 
improve the ESG profile of a building we will often look at an exit 
or disposal.”

This was corroborated by our participants, 70% of whom reported 
they were sometimes, if not always, integrating ESG criteria into 
investment and development strategy.

32  https://www.worldgbc.org/news-media/WorldGBC-embodied-carbon-report-published 

Responsible real estate: the road ahead? 
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https://www.worldgbc.org/news-media/WorldGBC-embodied-carbon-report-published
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However, despite the widespread acknowledgement of ESG’s 
growing prominence and necessity as a strategic imperative, there 
remain concerns regarding actually addressing this on a practical 
level. 

A large part of this, as our survey participants suggest, is to do with 
perceived costs and the immediate impact on profitability. 

One core reason for this is the cost of retrofitting, and 
decarbonising existing stock. 

According to the World Green Building Council33, 80% of the 
buildings which will exist worldwide by 2050 (the date which many 
countries, including the UK, have set as the net zero target) have 
already been built. 

This, given the relative lack of buildings which are entirely net zero 
today34, means the global industry faces a huge upgrade task. 

Colliers estimates that €7 trillion will be needed to retrofit 
European buildings alone, and that only to keep up with ESG 
compliance requirements.35 

33 https://www.ukgbc.org/climate-change-2/#:~:text=Newly%20constructed%20buildings%20are%20more,is%20decarbonising%20our%20existing%20stock. 
34 https://www.worldgbc.org/news-media/every-building-planet-must-be-%E2%80%98net zero-carbon%E2%80%99-2050-keep-global-warming-below-2%C2%B0c-new 
35 https://www.colliers.com/en-it/research/202110-esg-at-a-tipping-point 
36 https://www.crrem.eu/about-crrem/ 

This could result in a significant volume of stranded assets over 
time, with solutions such as the Carbon Risk Real Estate Monitor 
(CRREM) tool36 providing investors a horizon for when an asset 
may require capital expenditure to align with the Paris Agreement. 

This adds up to a complex picture and will likely necessitate a 
variety of strategies to ensure assets are resilient, viable for the 
long-term and delivering value. 

“We may see a rapid depreciation of certain underperforming 
assets, though it may take a few cycles”, says Stephen Down. 
“ESG is in some ways an economic argument. If you can achieve 
the rents at a level to justify the expenditure required, then great. 
Otherwise, the strategy might be to look at alternative uses for a 
space – particularly conversion to residential through permitted 
development.”
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The cost impact on new buildings is hotly debated, too. 

Calculations from the Green Building Council suggest that the cost 
uplift for delivering net zero office developments in intermediate 
scenarios is 6.2% on the baseline cost, and 3.5% for residential.37 
Delivering buildings of BREEAM ‘very good’ or ‘excellent’ standard 
is estimated meanwhile to incur a cost uplift of 0.25%-0.75%.38

Many of these additional costs are likely to be recoverable though 
– not least through both delivering higher rental potential and also 
in terms of saving on the future cost of retrofitting when, as is 
almost inevitable, there is further legislation and regulation in this 
area as the economy shifts towards net zero. This is resulting in a 
degree of self-regulation in the market. 

“We feel more legislation on ESG standards is likely to come and 
so set a high bar for our standards,” says Hannah Marshall. Looking 
ahead, this may include using tax policy to drive behavioural 
change in the market, as has been seen in other sectors. “We could, 
for example, see underperforming buildings penalised through 
taxation, in the same way that there is a tax premium on diesel and 
petrol vehicles”, says Stephen Down.

Meanwhile, for Sandy Grant of Tulloch Homes, while parts of 
the market are seeing the value in operating ahead of regulatory 
requirements, there remain areas of complexity which need to 
be navigated until the industry overall is equipped to support 
sustainable building. “ESG is becoming a bigger issue”, he says. “We 
have the ban on gas boilers in new builds coming in two years’ time 
for instance. For us, working often on rural sites, we’ve already 
been deploying air source heat pumps so are heading down that 
route anyway. Building regulations are changing to accelerate the 
move away from fossil fuels but the supply chain has to keep up 
– we’ve had experiences of only being able to source a particular 
component part from Canada, for example, and that kind of 
logistical challenge will add cost and delay until market forces catch 
up with regulatory requirements.”

The so-called ‘green premium’ may for some act as a more 
immediate incentive than the looming potential of increased 
regulation. 

37 https://www.ukgbc.org/ukgbc-work/building-the-case-for-net zero/ 
38 https://www.breeam.com/discover/resources/value/ 
39 https://www.knightfrank.com/research/article/2021-09-29-green-building-value-do-greenrated-buildings-add-a-premium-to-sales-price 

Knight Frank estimates an 8-18% sales premium on green 
buildings39 (and a 3-13% rental premium for Central London 
offices), and this is broadly mirrored in the experience of our 
survey participants, 70% of whom reported that green buildings 
commanded higher values or returns in their geographic regions. 
In many ways, though, this is an inevitable shift driven by changing 
occupier demands for high-quality accommodation.

“There is some evidence of a green premium, in particular in office 
buildings”, says Andrew Moffat, Hunter REIM. “But people have 
always wanted the best and, now, prime real estate has ESG firmly 
incorporated.”

For Stephen Down, this shift in occupier demands will over time 
reverberate across the rest of the market. “Change is very much 
consumer driven. If you’re a FTSE 250 occupier you are going to 
need to be ESG conscious and provide a workplace which makes 
you competitive and dynamic. It will be a gradual drip feed down 
from there to the lower end of the market”, he says. 

Current use of climate change financing incentives

 We could, for example, see underperforming 
buildings penalised through taxation, in the same 
way that there is a tax premium on diesel and  
petrol vehicles 
Stephen Down, Savills
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In addition to the potential realisation of higher values, as well 
as the mitigation of future exposure to heightened regulation 
or depreciation, the cost-benefit analysis of investing in ‘green’ 
should also take into account the availability of financing for such 
strategies, as well as the potential incentives. 

“For those looking to build and invest in high-quality buildings, 
the banks are offering green loans for assets with positive ESG 
credentials”, says Stephen Down. “Inherently the effect over time 
will be to create a more liquid product.”

That cost-benefit analysis also, though, needs to take into account 
the full lifespan of a building, whether demolition, repurposing 
or retrofitting is the most sustainable solution, and the wider 
contribution that real estate makes. This includes the elusive social 
aspect – the ‘S’ in ESG which is always more difficult to measure. 

“There needs to be an understanding of the real role that property 
can play”, explains Andrew Moffat. “Property needs to shout about 
what it does well. For instance, commercial, including retail, can 
have a strong social impact in terms of jobs, access to goods and 
services. 

“Most properties can create social value.”

While a number of our survey participants reported using some 
tax efficient financial incentives to support their investment in 
sustainable projects and carbon footprint mitigation, more than a 
third had not yet done so, though are interested in exploring the 
opportunities further. 

But more can likely be done to support further innovation, 
including in relation to environmental impact and energy efficiency. 
“Tax does not necessarily inhibit the adoption of innovative 
solutions”, says Joanna Constantine, Countryside, “…but in an 
environment where the industry is being approached for more 
and more tax there is an argument for extending tax reliefs to 
encourage and reward such activity.” 
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The real estate industry is demonstrating 
real resilience in the face of a challenging 
economic and political environment. 
The UK market has to a large extent weathered the storm of 
Covid-19, with investment levels reaching historic highs in some 
areas and sectors, as well as significant appetite remaining for 
acquisitions, developments and the rationalisation – and in some 
cases expansion – of property portfolios. 

Tax, in this environment, creates both complexity and opportunity.

The industry is still assessing the full implications of the new 
Residential Property Developer Tax (RPDT) which comes into 
force this year, levying a rate of 4% on annual profits of more than 
£25m, while it also awaits further updates on the additional range 
of measures to secure funding for cladding remediation works. It 
remains to be seen whether further taxes will form part of this but, 
at the time of writing, it has not been ruled out. 

This, coupled with the impact of the end of the help to buy scheme 
in March 2023, may have a near-term effect on, in particular, 
housebuilder revenues. 

But the tax system, through structural reliefs, can also serve as an 
enabler and a catalyst for growth and innovation. 

For example, various government initiatives continue to seek to 
bolster efficiency and innovation in development and construction. 
Homes England’s multi-year study into the efficacy of MMC 
is underway40 while Construction Scotland Innovation Centre 
continues to champion new solutions and fosters industry 
collaboration. 

40 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/homes-englands-mmc-research-study-takes-shape 

As these and other initiatives gather pace, there are a range of 
opportunities to unlock cashflow, investment return and wider 
commercial benefits on any qualifying R&D costs that businesses 
may incur as they accelerate their innovation. In construction 
specifically this may include anything from new solutions for 
off-site fabrication to the development of new health and safety 
equipment or tools. Tax relief on eligible R&D expenditure for 
profit-making SMEs is currently 230% – or, for each £10,000 of 
eligible expenditure, an SME can claim a corporation tax deduction 
of £23,000. Large companies can also claim a 13% tax credit under 
the R&D Expenditure Credit regime.

Looking ahead, and given both ongoing supply chain and labour 
market challenges as well as geo-political volatility, further 
government intervention may well be needed. At a time of rising 
public debt as a result of the various Covid-19 support schemes 
this will likely be funded by the tax regime in some guise or another 
– either by direct increases in rates or the indirect effect of a higher 
tax take driven either by growth and increased transactional activity 
or the freezing of various allowances. 

Meanwhile, it is distinctly possible, if not probable, that we will 
begin to see the roll out of both tax incentives and penalties to 
encourage further adoption of both sustainable construction 
techniques and wider carbon footprint reduction across the built 
environment as part of the government’s drive towards net zero.

While some of the participants in our survey seem well-aware 
of currently available tax incentives – such as enhanced capital 
allowances and land remediation relief – all businesses involved in 
real estate should ensure they are maximising the use of available 
reliefs as the benefits can be significant, particularly in an operating 
climate where cashflows are often delicate. 

Put simply, as development and investment activity continues to 
boom, tax should not be seen as a barrier to growth. 

Conclusion 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/homes-englands-mmc-research-study-takes-shape
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Our real estate expertise

Our specialist Real Estate Group provides 
tax and business advisory services to 
property developers and investors, 
helping them to navigate tax pitfalls 
and maximise opportunities, remain 
compliant and ensure the success of their 
projects. 
Clients include large residential developers, care home and 
student accommodation groups and investors in all residential 
asset classes. We also advise widely on commercial asset classes 
including offices, retail and industrial investments. 

Working with property investors and developers 

We work with our clients to ensure transactions are structured 
in the most commercial and tax effective manner, with clients 
ranging from large property funds with retail and commercial 
holdings through to smaller specialised syndicates setting up 
funds or investments for the first time. We also advise those in 
the development supply chain from FTSE 250 developers to 
entrepreneurial SMEs.

We advise on the use of various fund options or other 
appropriate holding structures to suit investment objectives, 
expectations and strategies.

We provide audit, assurance, corporate finance and tax advisory 
and compliance services to our investor and developer clients.

Adam Kay
Partner - Tax

E: adam.kay@saffery.com

Adam advises on all direct tax matters, with particular expertise 
in the taxation of real estate companies. His expertise includes: 
Stamp Duty Land Tax, Land & Buildings Transactions Tax and 
Land Transaction Tax liabilities arising on the acquisition of 
land in the UK; corporation tax and income tax implications 
when buying, holding and developing land; structuring property 
development businesses for sale or rent; and advising on the 
tax implications of land acquisition finance structures.

Sean is head of the firm’s Real Estate Group and a VAT 
specialist. He advises a range of real estate clients, including 
investors, developers and land owners across commercial, 
residential and mixed use developments. Sean advises 
clients on structuring developments, investments and land 
transactions and acts for a number of national housebuilders.

Sean McGinness
Partner -  
Head of Real Estate Group

E: sean.mcginness@saffery.com

Roger provides audit, accounting and tax compliance 
services to a wide range of clients, including privately owned 
businesses, listed companies and partnerships. He has 
significant experience in advising clients in the real estate 
sector in areas such as company valuations, forensic accounting 
and financial system appraisals outside of the scope of the 
statutory audit. As a qualified Chartered Tax Adviser, Roger is 
also well placed to provide well-rounded commercial advice to 
his clients.

Roger Weston
Partner -  
Business Advisory Group

E: roger.weston@saffery.com
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Real Estate Sentiment Index 2022 

The Saffery Champness Real Estate Sentiment Index survey ran from 
November 2021 to January 2022. 105 participants were polled in total. 
All percentages in this report are relative to the number of responses 
received for the individual questions. Every question was answered by 
at least two thirds of all participants. 

Methodological note 
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